
Before De-Scaling After Using C-LON-DS
(De-Scaled Tubes)



PRODUCT PROFILE

Clean Chem offers C-L0N-DS range of de-scaling chemicals in various grades for multiple applications.

This is fully inhibited formulation, Have no advers affect over metals except zinc, aluminium and tin.

Jointing & packings are not affected, C-L0N-DS keeps the metals loss within the permissible limits.
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PRODUCT BENEFITS

C-L0N-DS cleans all type of scale deposits either compossing hematite, megnetite, silicates, alkaline earth

salts and/or any typical complex compound of calcium & magnesium etc. This leaves no deposits over

metal plate hene ensures complete cleaning.

PROBLEM CAUSED BY SGALE DEPOSITS

Scale acts as a good insulating materials affects heating and cooling rate of transfer.

Affect boiler performance as shown below :
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Create premature wear and replacement of heat transfer equipment.

THE FIVE STEPS APPROACH OF DE.SCALING

Clean Chem achieves the goals of cleaning job of boiler/equipment in five steps :

1. PRE-CLEANING PREPARATION : The boiler/equipment to be de-scaled is isolated to ensure that the

cleaning solution can't escape and contaminate other equipment, pipes or water lines.

2. C0NNECTION MAKING : Proper connection for uniform circulation of C-LON-DS solution as shown in

figures 1 & 2.
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3. TEST FOR INTEGRITY : One precautionary feature of Clean Ghem method is to use water circulation and

hold for some time on the entire system. This test checks for leaks that could allow the solution to escape

during cleaning.

4. PR0CESS : Make a solution of C-L0N-DS with water in the ratio of 30-35%. The boile/equipment is

filled with the solution. Inhibitors allows the chemical to dissolve the scale without adversely affecting the

boiler/equipment. The solution rs then circulated throughout the system being cleaned. Strengthened the

solution by adding more G-L0N-DS from time to time and circulate it until all deposits are dissolved. During

cleaning a temperature of 55-60"C is given to the solution, however, in some cases de-scaling may be at

room temperature. After satisfactory cleaning, solution is removed back.

5. NEUTRALIZATI0N AND WASH0UT : The boiler/equipment is filled with water that includes a neutralizing

solution, that neutralizes and residual chemicals left in the system. Jhe neutralized solution, now at pH of 7,

drained from the boile/equipment. Boileriequipment throughly washed out with a large volume of water to

remove any remaining residue.




